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Details of Visit:

Author: Bee-Ell
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 4 Apr 2009 1600
Duration of Visit: 60
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Flair Massage
Phone: 01924456737

The Premises:

Flair is a place tucked away in the backstreets, parking on a sunday is abundant, the place itself is
quite well appointed & clean, what spoils the whole thing is the posse of polish or Russian males
who are hung out across the street. Possibly not a threat but an audience watching you every move
just isn't on. They ought to be strong armed away.
After my punt I purposely drove my car down the street to make them move thier parked (illegally)
cars. Bastards

The Lady:

Morgan is a blonde lady with a very pleasant smile, with a body that is very nice, her belly could do
with work in the Gym. I only realised that her tan isn't a tan she may be part indian or dark
european...in all very nice with nice tits that are all her......nicely togged out in a basque..
of the three girls there by far the prettiest & shag worthy - I'm informed the planer blonde is a real
shagging machine...pity

The Story:

Morgan set the scene in the VIP room & gave me a mediocre massage - not very attentive, then to
the Jacuzzi - here again she didn't really get into it - half hearted.
Back to the bed to massage the front half....was boring taking minutes to roll a condom (like a
beginner).
I had lost interest & so had my todger by this stage.....Morgan was not the type to keep you rock
hard by her actions...no chance of going down on her as she said she was sensitive
Into mish made a load of fake moans...going through the motions
& other postions that were awkward & uncomfortable
I got the impression she was somewhere else & even though she looked she wouldn't make eye
contact.

The same cash spent elsewhere or with another would have to money better spent...total waste of
cash...nice enough girl but shouldn't be in a parlor if she doesn't want to play

Possibly the fact she had just consumed a huge sunday dinner with three yorkshire puds made her
want to sleep rather than shag....by her own admission.
The management should starve girls like this to make them perform
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The Flair place is nice enough - pity about this girl...what she needs is good seeing to ! & I wouldn't
even go near her......1/10
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